Wisconsin Union 2017-2018
November 15th, 2017: Meeting Agenda
Council Room, Memorial Union (4th Floor)

Present: Heidi Lang, Forrest Koslowski, Susan Dibbell, Sydney Weiser, Lori Berquam, Nick Munce, Liz Preston, Mark Guthier, Iffat Bhuiyan, George Cutlip, Courtney Medick, Billy Welsh, Dan Grabois

Guests: Shauna Breneman, Rachel Andrie, Mary Russell, Laura Oberwetter, Ziyad Sultan, Marilyn Feldner, Edie Block, Chancellor Blank

Absent: Omar Jandal, Samuel Park, Max Goldfarb, Chris Verhaeghe

Welcome & Dinner

5:32 pm Meeting called to order

Iffat began the meeting by introducing Chancellor Rebecca Blank and handing her the floor to provide updates on the creation of the position of Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

5:35 pm Chancellor Blank’s Update

Chancellor Blank explained that they are re-creating a position as a Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, and as their search pursues, Lori Berquam will be filling the role. She added that the Union, Rec Sports and University Health Services will move this new office on July 1. She also assured that this position would be more involved in student life rather than academic affairs. She also stated that they are elevating Student Affairs to a senior level position, same as the other Vice Chancellors. She then asked if there were any questions.

Mark asked if there was anything Union Council could do to be helpful. Chancellor Blank responded that she recognizes that there are policies and procedures that would have to change as well as who they report to.

Heidi asked if there was rationale behind not moving Residence Life. The Chancellor responded that they are not moving housing right now because it would be a little harder to set the whole office up and student life as a whole does more programming than Housing. She added that now all the segregated fee supported units are together.

Chancellor Blank left at 5:42pm.

Introduction of Faculty Representative
Iffat welcomed Dan Grabois, the new faculty representative and he introduced himself. Everyone then introduced themselves by stating their name and whether they played an instrument.

Iffat announced that everyone could take a cheese board as a thank you gift.

**Minutes**

Nick moved to approve the October meeting minutes. Forrest seconded and the motion passed.

**Porchlight Partnership Agreement**

Iffat presented the Porchlight Partnership Agreement to Union Council. People provided grammatical corrections and Iffat made note of them.

Liz asked the Partnership Policy was removed and Iffat explained that the Union no longer had partnerships. Mark added that there were issues in the past.

Susan asked who the “body” is in the agreement and Heidi responded that this is an actual agreement with the organization, and it has yet to be signed. They will take further action when they come to an agreement.

Billy asked whether by having this would be considered programming and Iffat said she and Mary would provide updates on that.

Nick moved to approve with the recommended changes. Sydney seconded and the motion passed.

**WUD Committee Updates**

**Performing Arts Committee**

Marilyn provided updates on the Performing Arts Committee. She explained that there are associate directors for the different series. The students introduce artists they plan to host and work one on one with artists and managers. She said she plans to promote events in the Play Circle and Shannon Hall as well as partnering with WUD, the Sett and der Rath. She also said she is working on catering to their audience. She then opened the floor for questions.

**Music Committee**

Laura gave updates on the Music Committee, explaining that every student on the committee has equal opportunities, they book about 200 shows a year and explained what the process looks like. She added that they are now working on spring and summer
shows, and that they have done about 100 so far. She then opened the floor for questions.

Nick asked what Lauren’s favorite act that she booked so far was. She responded that it was Yaeji, but she cancelled recently, so her second favorite was Japanese Breakfast.

Forrest asked if the booking process was different from the theater’s, and she replied that it was much more casual and did not cost as much.

Mountaineering Club

Rachel provided updates on the Mountaineering Club, stating that they have about 140 members who (hopefully) like to rock-climb. She said that they try to encompass all types of climbers with varying skill levels. She also said they are trying to get more of their history on paper so they have something more physical to pass down. Another goal of theirs is to reduce fear but also implement ratings so that people of a certain rating are able to check out certain equipment.

Lori asked what impact the rating method would have for participation in the club. Rachel explained that it will cause people to work harder and become more aware of the knowledge they need to have.

Distinguished Lecture Series Committee

Ziyad gave updates on the Distinguished Lecture Series Committee, explaining that they put on lectures every year, most of which are free and open to the public. He said that he has been in leadership for two years now and that he is looking forward to hosting their first deaf speaker, Nyle DiMarco.

Dan asked if they had any politically controversial speakers and Ziyad responded that Society and Politics supported Ben Shapiro’s visit and more recently had a religious scholar who spoke out on Islamophobia which went well.

Director Updates

Mark showed everyone the two Reunion Videos, the first one walked through the history of the project as well as the reasoning behind it, and the second one discussed the Union’s influence on the community.

Billy asked where the videos will be shown and Iffat responded that they will be on various social media accounts and Mark added that they will be shown at Union gatherings and alumni events. He also said they used the videos to launch the 90th Anniversary event.

Subcommittee Updates

Admin
Iffat explained that she is focusing on voter compliance as well as employee recruitment. For voter compliance, she discussed how it would be difficult for them to make a Wiscard act as a voter ID for students due to laws as well as the mechanics of the Wiscard itself. She also noted the issue of the expiration date of a Wiscard so a student who graduated from the university would no longer be able to use it as a voter ID. She also emphasized that they offer a separate card that students can get for free that already acts as a voter ID.

As for employee recruitment, Iffat said that the decline in student employees placed the Union in a difficult situation. Because of this, she said they are trying to find various ways to recruit new employees to hopefully attract students more successfully. She then asked if anyone had any questions.

Facilities

Forrest explained that they had another meeting and moved to make a recommendation for Union Council but unfortunately he was not able to get it on the agenda for this evening. He said that the recommendation would have included to have more literature displays including the front of Memorial Union at the Langdon entrance. He said his goals are to expand and update policies.

Dining

Sydney said they hope to expand SNAP as an option in Badger Market, but also make sure not to promise anything they cannot do. She also explained that the Union needed to reapply for SNAP. She added that SNAP is only eligible in Badger Markets and at this time only the Badger Market in Union South.

Susan asked why SNAP is only implemented in the Badger Market at Union South and Iffat explained that each venue has to apply separately, and Memorial Union does not automatically get SNAP when Union South does.

External Relations

Courtney announced that the External Relations Committee discussed sponsorships, public relations, social listening and advertisements and how they work for the Union as well as WUD.

George asked her to expand on the social listening piece. Courtney responded that the communications departments will monitor media channels to see what people are saying about the Union and assure everyone that the Union cares about who it is serving.

Iffat asked if this is similar to what Forrest is doing in terms of creating spaces for people to use. Courtney said at Union South there are no places for students to place advertisements.

Program and Leadership Development
Nick explained that the artist honorarium will occur in December. He added that the Art Committee does not provide compensation for artists who exhibit in the galleries, but last year they began to look into the possibility of changing that and this year they are going to provide a recommendation. Sydney added that it is really important that the Committee pays the artists for their work.

Additionally, Nick said they are continuing and near completing the publication study. They will have documents that talk about the processes for the meeting in January. He added that on November 28th they will have altered the position descriptions.

**Reports**

**Director**

Mark announced that the celebration of the 90th Anniversary of Memorial Union this week as well as an unveiling of the Gold Star Honor Roll Kiosk. He added that Wisconsin Union Association made the decision to adopt the following changes:

- Committees of the Association will be open to all Union Members
- Collapse all the membership categories into trustees

**Financial**

Susan updated the council on the budget and its process. She reminded members that there was a net loss of $155,000 in August. September's bottom line is positive, but it is still below what they budgeted. She said that the revenue projections were not what they predicted them to be and the building is not as far along in the process as they anticipated. She added that they are holding expenses including staffing, but ultimately they are moving in the right direction.

**Strategic Planning**

Susan passed around the annual report and explained how each department writes highlights for the year. She also provided a summary of the strategic thinking process from August 2016 to present.

She also went over the budgeting process, stating that the new budget season starts now. She explained that from January 10 to 12, each area presents a budget and added that to start the process she needs to hear from everyone what they should pay attention to when going over the budget.

**Ad Hoc Committee**

Heidi updated that the group met three times so far, and the group is moving along a little slower than she had anticipated. She explained that the December goal was a little ambitious and when she can share recommendations, she will.
Porchlight
Mary updated that the internship was posted and people have already applied and inquired.

Iffat said that in Fall 2018, Porchlight will likely have a spot at the farmer's market. She also added that Porchlight makes its own products that they can potentially use in Badger Markets. She also said she hopes to figure out if they can find positions at the Union for people who need permanent employment.

Sydney added that she and Carl are working on selling the sauerkraut product in the dining facilities.

WUD Update

Hoofers
Forrest explained that they are working on Winter Carnival. He added that they are working with Marketing and Courtney and are doing trainings on using their Hoofers website system more efficiently. They are also getting ready for the winter.

Internal Relations
Nick provided events that happened recently or will happen in the future including: Brad Jazz Trio, a speaker who was exiled from Egypt, a Thanksgiving cooking event with Sydney, the Hyphenated Americans Collaboration and the Madison buses with artwork displayed on them.

External Relations
Courtney explained that WUD now has a blog that features WUD students to promote events and talk about unique experiences for students and leaders. She also added that they are starting recruitment for all positions.

Mentorship
Nick announced that WUD members have been paired with a mentor. Sydney gave an update on her experience with her mentor and Forrest said that he had great conversations with Tim Prince and Stephanie Thomas. He added that he enjoyed it and it gave a nice backdrop about what they did after they graduated as well as provided great advice. One issue that Nick explained was that they are struggling to make the mentorships relevant.

ASM Update
Billy provided financial updates and explained that the internal budget is slowly making its way through the approval process. He also explained how he attended a talk about different pronouns.
For legislative affairs, he explained that Voterpalooza was fairly successful and they got about 160 students to register. He said that he is also compiling a workshop on reacting to free speech.

He then discussed their efforts to make the campus a more environmentally friendly place, expressing hopes to implement a three-credit course requirement for environmental education. He also added that they are working on getting the Green Office Certification.

Billy then explained an event called “Thanks-Greeking” where he hopes he can encourage the Greek community to donate food to SEED.

At 7:19 pm, Forrest moved to adjourn the meeting. Susan seconded and the meeting was adjourned.